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This repv. rt smnmarizes the results of the work performed by Advanced
Computer Concepts. lnc. under Contract K_$5-31218 _ith the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Goddard Space Flight Center
titled "GtlRS Science Verification Data A.nalvsis."
1. ('AI.IBRATI()\ SL_PPORI F()R "HI-t" GttRS.
The mi_.lorJtv of the data ana]\-sis we periormed t(' supT,(r_ the ()lh_,tal
\erlflcz_'.;,,n ((}\i and Science \-erif_ca:_or. 'SV, :.f :he (i(,ddard lt:gh
Re_,iu_:,_ _,pec :rograph i GttRS i \va_ in the areas c: the l)ig_con
de_ectc, r , perf(.rm_nce and s_abillty, wa',-e;eng:h _aiibration. and
geomagne'.._c :nduced image motion. ]'he fcliov:ng _ections briefly
describe ,i_e resu1',s cf the analxse_. Detailed results can be found
in _he at :,:_hmer.', s.
1.1Digic_n Performance and Stabi]i:\-.
The geometric transfc, rmation u_ich relazes the Dlgicen's X and 5"
de_iect_(n_ and the diode position to a positi(,n on the photocathode
is modeled by the equations in Attactunent 1. We computed the
c(,e_ficlen_ of this model using both pre-launch calibration data
:aken in 1984 and post-launch data taken during (_ and SV. Our
analvs_s showed no significant changes with time (Attachment 1 and 2).
Th_s indicates that an\ aging effects in the Digicon's permanent
magnet is minimal.
A detector stability minifunctional _ms run 10 times for both _S
detectors during the period of November 12, 1990 through June 9, 1991.
Our results show no changes in the focus or the geometric properties
of the detectors over the 7 month period. The deflection step size
remained stable to within 1 percent and the dark count remained at
approximately 0.01 counts second.diode for both detectors. The only
significant change was a decrease in the observed flat field lamp
count rate. The count rate is decreasing at a rate of approximately 7
percent per year. It has not ret been determined _ether this
decrease is a result of a detector sensitivity loss or a decrease in
the ligh_ output of the flat field lamps. S:mular decreases were
found in the data from the _velength calibra:_on lamps _ich _uld
indicate tha_ a loss of detector sensiti\-it\- is the mest likely
explanation. Mc. re detailed discussion of _1:_ de:ector _tability can
be found in Attaclm_ent 2.
1.2 Geomafnetic ]nduced Image Motion.
We have fc, und tha_ the GHRS detectc, rs ,.re _usceptible to
geomagnet_callv induced image motion from anal,s:_ of (_\ S\ spec:ral
calibration ]amp data and _arget acquisit:_,n deiiec_i(,n calibration
data. We have measured the motion due to :he t,:r:h'a magnetic field
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and found that the motion at the did,de array Is approximately 10
microns ((I.2 diodes'Gauss) for detector 1 and 5(! microns (1.0
diode Gauss) for detector 2. This motion can cause errors in target
acquisition, errors in measured wavelengths, and can result in a loss
of spectral resolution. The impact of the magnetically induced motion
can be minimized by limiting spectral observations to less than 5
minutes and by using the double located mode of target acquisition.
Detailed results of the magnetic motion problem can be found in
attaclmlent 3.
1 .3 ()V SV \Vcxelength Calibration.
We i_ave analyzed the (iHRS ()V SV spe.',,ra! calibr,::_c,r ,.mr, ob_erxatiens
and ha\e fc, und that an a\erage dispersion cv'e!_ ._ent table \,,tiE
! inear therma] mat _on models can be used te cvmpu_e vz:xeIengths for
s_ience obserxations with tile target In the small s_ence aperture
(SS-_ to better than one photocathode sample unit rS, microns). We
have found :hat the majority of _he spectraI image motion can be
modeled as a linear function of the ,.emperature. Se!ect_on of the
best _hermis_or to use _n the mode] \aries \_i:h _rating mode.
Gratings 3 and 4, xvith a motion range of 3_( microns, are most
_usceptibie to thermal motion. In addition to the- thermal motion, we
have c,bserved plate scale variations on the order o_ 0.1 percent which
may aise be thermally induced. Det_::is of this anal\s:s can be found
in at'a_i_ment a.
_e have made measurements of the spectral offsets between the large
_I_SA) and small science apertures for GHRS gratings 2, 3, and 4. In
all cases the measured offsets were less than one diode and the
average for each grating was less than 1'2 cidoe. There _s
_nsufficient data to quantify changes in the offsets for raring
carrousel and photocathode sample posit:ons. However, our results for
grating 2 indicate that the offset does vary with carrousel position.
More detailed anatvsis of ti_e LSA to SSA offsets can be found in
attachment 5.
2 • 0 SOFIX\_-MRE DE\'EI.OPMEN-F
Another n_jor task in our support of GHRS OV SV data analysis was to
provide software developemnt and maintainance support for the GHRS
data management and analysis system. Th_s system is _nstalled on the
Gt_S Vax at N_SA'Goddard Space Flight Center ranning under the \XN
operating system. A significant portion of the _ef_ware was also
converted tc run under both L_IX and MS-_)S operating systems. The
software is writte_l almost exclusively in ]n_eracti\-e Data Language
(IDI.)
\Ve have continued the conversion oi the GItRS software -r.,m ID1. \erslcn
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1 to IDL xersien 2. The maior reason for this conversion is that IDL
\erslon ] onl\ runs on a VAX \MS machine. Conversion to version 2
a]io\vs use t,f tile software under \NLS, L-NIX and MS-IX)S machines.
Although onl\ miner uhanges in most of the software was required to
cc,n\ert te II)L \ers_on 2 a sil_n_ficant amount of effort was required
te convert internal b:narx data sets from one machine to another. We
have written roulines to convert the three most popular data formats
used by _he (;ttRS software sx's_em from the \:-kX to ether machines.
The_e fc. rmats include the Science Data .AnaJxsis S\-_;en: ISD-\S) ;mage
and _able formats and the GttRS data base format.
_' GIIRS (I-M_IBRA'IICP( Rt.IKRE ('1 F]IA£%
',\_ l_rmatted rite fcli_,v,_ng cai_brat:on fies computed b\ ",he (iltRS learn
accord:ng te _he specifications in the Space Teiesc,pe S, ience
Ins_i,,ule (ST Sol _ d.;_cument "tlubble Space "[ele_ccpe Si'ectro_.'raph
('alibrut:or I)uta S_ecifications." \Ve dei:xered ti:e t, _.he ST Sol for
use the the routine da_a processing of GItRS; data.
FILE Descript Jon I)ei :\er\ Date
IX'__(JO2.TAB A\erage OV SV waveiength dispersion June 1(_
coefficients. They do not ;nclude
a _hermal mc, t_on model.
1991
IA_(_(_I.TAB ]nc:dence angle corrections for June 10
computing the _velength offset
between the small science aperture
and the spectral calibration lamp
apertures.
1991
SMZP__ _O2. TAB Axerage photocathode sample mapping
function coefficients.
June 10, 1991
VG GI O1 .HH +
VG G2 02 .HH _
VG G3 O1 .HH _
VG G401. HH _
VG G5 O1.Htt +
Files containing the vignetting
curves for the first order gratings.
June 10, 1991
DIO_D1 1.H1-]*
DIO__.D2 I,HH*
St_ G10l .HIt"
SK G2 Ol .tIH +
SF G3 ()I.HH"
SF G4 01.HIt*
SF G5 (_1.1t11"
Contains the diode response computed
from internal flat field lamp
observations.
Contains the sensitixitv curxes for
each of the first order gratings.
June 10, 1991
June 10. 1991
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\\2} G1 {}1.HIt"
\Vf- G2 O1 .141t"
WF__G 3_01.1t1 t"
V,'F G4 O1 .H]t"
\_q- G5 {}1 .Ill]"
I }('0(}4 -I..M-1
;-: "_1 "]&B
o. ____
S\I-_P_'.}(I 3. "I:M3
V(; G1 {}2.tt]1"
\G G2 (}3.lilt"
\G G3 {}2.tilt"
VG G4 (}2 .I_1'
VG (;5 02 .It11'
\\}- bl O1 .tt]t _
WF G2 01 .tttt*
\VF G3 01 .tttt"
Wf G4 O1 .H1-t _
\\F G5 01.HIt _
SF G10l.fItt*
SF G2__01 .HH*
SF G30l.tllt"
St2 G4 O1.HH _
SF G5 01.1llt'
\\7: t-L-___Ol .lilt"
S t2_E___O 1 . tl]t"
\\T__EB__O 1 . tttt*
\\F__EB_O 1. HH •
(TTRQ__2. TAB
C(N 92.1:QB
l .a__(}(}2. TAB
Contains the wa\-elength vectors for
the above sensitivity curves.
New a\erage wavelength dispersion
coefficients _ich inc]ude prc\_ions
for a _hermal motion model.
{'(.eff;c]en:s for thermal spectre;
m_ i J (' E .
In_:dence angle ceeff_c_en',s _abuia_ed
\v_ttl ne\_ grating names. Actua:
coefficients are unchanged.
Final SV average sample mappin_j
:c,e ff i c ients .
Lpdate of previous files. These
fi]es are constructed so that
_nterpotation belween curves is
done using the pholocathode line
pesil;on ;ns_ead of carrousel pos_:_(,n
Redel_verv of the f_rst order
grazing sensiti\-itv curves using
the ne\v grating names.
Sensitivity curves for the echelle
grating modes.
Tables containing improved echelle B
ripple coefficients computed frem
prelaunch miniarc lamp data.
Contains _he incidence angle
coefficients for gratings 2. 3 and 4
June 1(i. 1991
Sept 6. 1991
hop: 0 IU°l
Se n_ _ 1 c_{} 1
Sept 6 1991
Sept {, 1091
Sept. 6. _991
Sept. 6, 1991
(kt. 36, 1991
(k:. 3,'. 1991
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large science aperture data.
(X-\q3 I.I-M_ Tabie of detecter parameters \vh_:h Dec. 1. 1991
contain the order of _he ne\_
background f:tt_n[ polynomial.
llchelie scattered light coeffic:enl
table .
(X 7RB. TAB Dec. 1, 1991
4._, kti%l(_I,t-Vl I()N ()t- ]RAS L-XR(;t \I-_G!II.1A\I( CI.(KI_ i)-Vt-t.
\Ve ha\e cent inued the re_t, rat ;. = o: the IR%k Add:ti:,':_! ()bser\at ";,::_
(.%(): _,: ",;'_c 1.arge Xlageilcr_c ('!<.ud flAIC: us_n L _i,e >_<.cked ::erat_,e
res_. ri::;:..:: ai__r}thn: described _n i_tachmen_ t.. (tar restoration
a]_.'_riti_:,_? \;,, :ks \vith :he ra\_ da_a scans x_i'i_'u" re[ridd:ng or
:n:erI': a':'- L :in data en an ec_ua!lv spaced image Lr:d. 1o 6e tilis,
we mu," -,.- ,: dlfferezt po;nt sprel;d !unct:on f,:_r e_:ch scan angle,
dl rent ;on ,_:_C. de'pilot.
ke<t:it_ e: the restorations cf the 30 Doradus reg:,>:'_ :'.5 the L\f" are
sh...a-c, zn ::gape 1 for each cf the 4 ItL%S waxeirn,gTi: b;.nds. The images
;,n :i_e ]eft shev, the resu',t._ of rei_riddln L' :he raxx data x_-ithout
at tempt _n d any deconxoiut ic, n. The images (,r ti_e right show the
decon\oiut_on re;ul_s, r:[ure 2 shows the de;on\otu::on of the entire
da',a _et for :he 6{} m_cr_:n wa\eienglt_ band.
FIGURE 2
Restoration of the 60 micron IRAS AO data
of the Large Magellanic Clouds
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FIGURE I
Restoration of the 30 Doradus
Region of the IMC
Original Restored
12 microns
25 microns
7¸
i
÷
60 microns
100 microns
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ATTA_ I
GHRS Pt-K)TOC__THODE MAPPING FUNCTION
D.J. Lindler
11 July 1991
ABSTRACT
The post-launch GHRS photocathode mapping function which relates
digicon deflections and diode positions to photocathode line and
sample positions show no significant change from pre-launch
computations. This indicates that any aging effects in the permanent
magnet or the digicon is minimal. Observations over an 8 month period
after launch also show no significant changes with time. This report
describes the post-launch calibration. Tables of the resulting
coefficients are presented.
1. I NTR_ION
The GHRS phocathode line and sample mapping functions which relate
digicon deflection and diode number to photocathode line and sample
positions are given by:
L - LO + A*dy
S = SO + B*dx + E*D
where,
L is the line postion in 50 micron sample units
defined so that the upper photocathode mask edge
is at position 0.0.
S is the sample position in 50 micron sample units
defined so that the left photocathode mask edge
is at position 0.0.
dy is the y-deflection minus 2048.
dx is the x-deflection minus 2048.
D is the diode position starting at 0 for the first
diode on the main diode array.
LO and A are cofficients which vary by detector.
SO, B, and E are coefficients which vary by detector
and y-deflection.
LO and SO give the photocathode line and sample position which the
_irst diode observes at null x and y defelctions (2048, 2048). A and
B give the deflection step size as a fraction of 50 micron sample
units. E gives the separation of the position on the photocathode
viewed by neighboring diodes.
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These coefficients are computed using observations of
photocathode mask edges illuminated by a flat field lamp.
are computed from the y-deflections which center the diode
the top (YTOP) and bottom (YIK)qqUVl) photocathode mask edge.
the four
LO and A
array on
A = 430.0 / (YIK)TIEM - YTOP)
L0 = (2048 - YTOP) * A
The coefficients SO, B, and E are computed from observations of the
left and right photocathode masks edges observed at various
x-deflections. The diode positions of the edge are tabulated versus
x-deflection. The sample mapping coefficients are then computed from
the table values by a least squares fit.
2. DATA REIX,LWION
The line mapping function coefficients were computed using the routine
MAPLCAL on the observations in table I. MAPLCAL was called using all
default parameters by;
LMAPCAL,[ID1, ID2], 0, TABLE
where IDI and ID2 are the observation entry numbers for the top and
bottom edge observations. The coefficients are written into an SDAS
table file specfied by TABLE. LMAPCALwas run on each pair of top and
bottom edge locations listed in table I. For example, the first pair
of observations were calibrated using;
LMAPCAL, [34, 35], O, 'tablel'
The sample mapping function coefficients were computed using the
routine MCPSCAL on the observations in table 2. MAPSCALwas called
using all default parameters by;
SMAPCAL, ID, 0, TABLE
where ID is the observation entry number and TABLE is the output SDAS
table file name where the output coefficients are tabulated versus
y-deflection.
3. RESULTS
_able 3 shows the tabulated line mapping function for each pair of top
and bottom edge scans and table 4 shows an average of the results.
Small changes in L0 can be attributed to statistical errors in the
measurements and to geomagnetic image motion. The deflection step
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size vaule, A, is stable to 1 percent. Small changes in this value
can be attributed to statistical errors in the measurements, small
fluctuations in the photocathode high voltage, differential magnetic
field vectors between the top and bottom edge observations, and
possible small thermal effects. Table 4 also shows the average value
of the coefficients computed during the GHRS phase 6 calibration in
1984. The small changes since 1984 may be the result of adjustments
to the photocathode high voltage to improve detector focus and digicon
aging over seven years.
Table 5 shows the sample mapping function coefficients for each of the
observations in table 2 tabulated versus detector and y-deflection.
Table 6 shows the averages over the observations. The deflection step
size, B, is within 1 percent of the nominal I/8 diode value (0.125)
needed to insure that combaddition does not degrade spectral
resolution. Table 6 also shows that the deflection step size is
stable to within approximately one percent. Changes in the
coefficients can be attributed to statistical errors in the
measurements, small fluctuations in the photocathode high voltage,
geomagnetic image motion, and possible small thermal effects. Again
the small deviations from the 1984 coefficients shown in table 7 can
be attributed to adjustments in the photocathode voltage and possible
digicon aging.
TABLE 1
Line Mapping Function Observations
34 Z06H0609T 1
35 Z06H060AT 1
135 Z06H5609T 1
136 Z06H560AT 1
565 Z06H6609T 1
566 Z06H660AT 1
907 ZOE90N03T 1
908 ZOE90N04T 1
16-JUN-1990 06:52 Top
16-JUN-1990 07:02 Bottom
24-JUL-1990 10:44 Top
24-JUL-1990 10:54 Bottom
10-SEP-1990 12:01 Top
10-SEP-1990 12:11 Bottom
21-NOV-1990 01:32 Top
21-NOV-1990 01:41 Bottom
61Z06H0709T 2
62 Z06H070AT 2
239 Z06H5709T 2
240 Z06H570AT 2
575 Z06H6709T 2
576 Z06H670AT 2
18-JUN-1990 06:27
18-JUN-1990 06:37
24-JUL-1990 14:09
24-JUL-1990 14:18
10-SEP-1990 15:26
10-SEP-1990 15:35
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
TABLE 2
Sample Mapping Function Observations
ENTRY ROOTNAME DETECIOR START__TIME
..........................................
33 Z06H0608T 1
276 Z06H5608T 1
564 Z06H6608T 1
906 ZOE90N02T 1
16-JUN-1990 06:44
24-JUL-1990 10:36
10-SEP-1990 11:53
21-NOV-1990 01:24
60 Z06H0708T 2
238 Z06H5708T 2
574 Z06H6708T 2
18-JUN-1990 06:19
24-JUL-1990 14:00
10-SEP-1990 15:17
TABLE 3
GHRSLine Mapping Function Coefficients
1 16-JUN-1990 34 214.17 0.1262 350.5 3758.6
1 24-JUL-1990 135 214.27 0.1262 349.7 3757.9
1 10-SEP-1990 565 214.14 0.1261 349.9 3759.8
1 21-NOV-1990 907 214.24 0.1263 351.3 3756.7
2 18-JUN-1990 61 225.13 0.1240 232.7 3700.0
2 24-JUL-1990 239 225.10 0.1239 231.2 3701.8
2 10-SEP-1990 575 225.31 0.1241 232.0 3697.8
TABLE 4
Average Line Mapping Function Coefficients
1 214.21 0.06 0.1262 0.0001 213.56 0.1267
2 225.18 0.12 0.1240 0.0001 224.84 0.1245
TABLE 5
GHRSSample Mapping Function Coefficients
1 16-JUN-1990 33 500
1 24-JUL-1990 276 500
1 10-SEP-1990 564 500
1 21-NOV-1990 906 500
1 16-JUN-1990 33 1000
1 24-JUL-1990 276 1000
1 lO-SEP-1990 564 1000
1 21-NOV-1990 906 1000
1 16-JUN-1990 33 1500
1 24-JUL-1990 276 1500
1 10-SEP-1990 564 1500
1 21-NOV-1990 906 1500
1 16-JUN-1990 33 2000
1 24-JUL-1990 276 2000
1 lO-SEP-1990 564 2000
1 21-NOV-1990 906 2000
1 16-JUN-1990 33 2500
1 24-JUL-1990 276 2500
1 10-SEP-1990 564 2500
1 21-NOV-1990 906 2500
1 16-JUN-1990 33 3000
1 24-JUL-1990 276 3000
1 lO-SEP-1990 564 3000
1 21-NOV-1990 906 3000
30 17
29 99
30 16
30 20
3O 68
30 52
30 69
30.71
31 04
31 O9
31 20
31 15
31 41
31 39
31 51
31 50
32.05
31.99
32.10
32.04
32.53
32.56
32.67
32.57
0 1260
0 1259
0 1259
0 1260
0 1259
0 1257
0 1258
0 1259
0 1256
0 1257
0 1258
O 1258
0 1257
0 1255
0 1256
0 1257
0 1258
0 1256
0 1257
O 1257
0.1255
0.1254
0.1255
0.1256
1.00161
1.00179
1.00166
1.00168
1.O0192
1.00209
1.00202
1.00211
1.00218
1.00182
1.00187
1.00211
1.00224
1.00231
1.O0227
1.00229
1.00169
1 0O195
1 00188
1 00204
1 00228
1 00236
1 00226
1 00245
2 18-JUN-1990 60 1000
2 24-JUL-1990 238 1000
2 lO-SEP-1990 574 1000
2 18-JUN-1990 60 1500
2 24-JUL-1990 238 1500
2 10-SEP-1990 574 1500
2 18-JUN-1990 60 2000
2 24-JUL-1990 238 2000
2 10-SEP-1990 574 2000
2 18-JUN-1990 60 2500
2 24-JUL-1990 238 2500
2 10-SEP-1990 574 2500
2 18-JUN-1990 60 3000
2 24-JUL-1990 238 3000
2 lO-SEP-1990 574 3000
2 18-JUN-1990 60 3500
2 24-JUL-1990 238 3500
2 lO-SEP-1990 574 3500
28.95
29 02
28 76
28 98
28 97
28 88
28 80
28 89
28 72
28 73
28.77
28.62
28.68
28.72
28.56
28.91
28.93
28.84
0.1249
0.1249
0 1248
0 1246
0 1245
O 1247
0 1241
0 1242
0 1243
0 1241
O 1241
0 1242
0 1243
0 1243
0 1244
0 1242
0.1241
0.1243
1 00445
1 00443
1 00457
1 00295
1 00314
1 00274
1.O0255
1.00240
1.00229
1.00238
1.00237
1.O0232
1.00197
1.00192
1.00200
0.99983
0.99983
0.99975
TABLE 6
Average Sample Mapping Function Coefficients
1 500 30.13 0.09 0.1260 0.0001 1.0017 0.0001
1 1000 30.65 0.09 0.1258 0.0001 1.0020 0.0001
1 1500 31.12 0.07 0.1257 0.0001 1.0020 0.0002
1 2000 31.45 0.06 0.1256 0.0001 1.0023 0.0001
1 2500 32.05 0.05 0.1257 0.0001 1.0019 0.0001
1 3000 32.58 0.06 0.1255 0.0001 1.0023 0.0001
2 1000 28.91 0.13 0.1249 0.0001 1.0045 0.0001
2 1500 28.94 0.05 0.1246 0.0001 1.0029 0.0002
2 2000 28.80 0.08 0.1242 0.0001 1.0024 0.0001
2 2500 28.71 0.08 0.1241 0.0001 1.0024 0.0001
2 3000 28.65 0.08 0.1243 0.0001 1.0020 0.0001
2 3500 28.90 0.05 0.1242 0.0001 0.9998 0.0001
TABLE 7
Prelaunch (1984) Sample Mapping Function Coefficients
1 500 30.94 0.1264 1.0018
1 1000 31.32 0.1262 1.0020
1 1500 31.57 0.1262 1.0022
1 2000 31.84 0.1263 1.0020
1 2500 32.25 0.1264 1.0015
1 3000 32.80 0.1264 1.0010
2 1000 28.58 0.1253 1.0045
2 1500 28.78 0.1251 1.0028
2 2000 28.75 0.1249 1.0023
2 2500 28.80 0.1248 1.0020
2 3000 28.83 0.1249 1.0018
2 3500 29.25 0.1248 0.9994
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ATrA_ 2
Analysis of the GHRS Detector
Stability Minifunctionals
D.J. Lindler
July 15, 1991
ABSTRACT
The detector stability minifunctional was run 10 times for both GHRS
detectors during the period of November 12, 1990 through June 9, 1991.
Results show no changes in the focus or the geometric properties of
the detectors over the 7 month period. The deflection step size
remained stable to within 1 percent and the dark count remained at
approximately 0.01 counts/second/diode for both detectors. The only
significant change was a decrease of observed flat field lamp count
rate. The count rate is decreasing a rate of approzimately 7 percent
per year. It has not yet been determined whether this decrease is a
result of a detector sensitivity loss or a decrease in the light
output of the lamps.
1. I hU'RO_ I ON
The stability minifunctional (proposal 2924) consists of internal
detector observations including:
1) A 70 second dark count observation
2) An observation of central region of the photocathode
illuminated by the flat field lamp.
3) A focus check consisting of 231 observations at the
photocathode mask edge at y-deflection 2048 and
varying x-deflections.
4) Left and right photocathode edge scans at y-deflection
2048 for the sample mapping function coefficient
computation.
5) Top and bottom photocathode mask edge scans for the
line mapping function computation.
2. D_tK COL_MDNITORING
The 70 second dark count observation is used to monitor any
significant increases in the dark rate and find any diodes which
become excessively noisy. The average dark rates in
counts/second/diode (c/s/d) over the seven month period are shown in
tables 1 and 2. Both detectors remained at approximately the 0.01
c/s/d level with the detector 1 having a slightly lower level than
detector 2. None of the observations showed any anomalous noise
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events or diodes.
3. DETECTOR FOCUS
Tables 1 and 2 show the detector focus of the seven month period. The
focus value tabulated is the full-width-half-maximum of a Gaussian fit
to the differential edge profile as computed by routine FOC-_S O_.
It is given in deflections units (I deflection unit = 6.25 microns).
The focus for both de_ectors has remained stable over the seven month
period.
4. FLAT FIELD LAMP
The total flat field count rates in seven substep bins observing the
central region of the photocathode are tabulated in tables I and 2.
Normalized plots of the count rates versus time are shown in figures I
and 2. Both detectors show the count rate decreasing with time at a
rate of approximately 7 percent per year. From this data it can not
be deduced whether the detector sensitivity is decreasing or the lamp
output is decreasing. The same type of analysis using spectral
calibration lamp data show a similar decrease. Figures 3 through 7
show the decrease in the observed count rate for the first order
spectral calibration lamp minifunctionals. Different plotting symbols
are used to show different carrousel positions.
5. P_THODE MAPPING FL_CTION
Tables 3 and 4 show the photocathode mapping functions coefficients
computed from the detector minifunctionals. Results indicate that the
deflections stepsizes (coefficients A and B) are stable to better than
one percent. No time variations in the coefficients are evident.
Table 1
Detector 1 Stability
Date Focus Average Dark Rate
(def. units) Flat Field (c/s/d)
...............................................
12-Nov-90
01 -Dec -90
15-De c - 90
14-Jan-91
25-Jan-91
15-Feb-91
28-Feb-91
12-Ma r -91
28-Mar -91
09-Jun-91
6 71
6 70
6 62
6 6O
6 66
6 68
6 56
6 64
6 63
4122
4110
4085
4070
4063
4064
4052
4033
4011
OO9
O06
008
006
005
007
013
007
004
OO6
Table 2
Detector 2 Stability
Date Focus Average Dark Rate
(def. units) Flat Field (c/s/d)
...............................................
12-Nov-90 6.56 1324 0.010
26-Nov-90 6.57 1325 0.010
lO-Dec-90 6.55 1317 0.009
17-Jan-91 6.52 1311 0.015
23-Jan-91 6.38 1309 0.013
13-Feb-91 6.42 1306 0.009
28-Feb-91 6.36 1303 0.008
12-Mar-91 6.60 1303 0.007
29-Mar-91 6.56 1301 0.009
09-Jun-91 6.45 1278 0.010
Table 3
Detector Minifunctional - Line Mapping Function
1 12-NOV-1990
1 2-DEC-1990
1 15-DEC-1990
1 14-J&N-1991
1 25-J&N-1991
1 15-FEB-1991
1 28-FEB-1991
1 12-MAR-1991
1 28-MAR-1991
1 9-JUN-1991
880 ZOE9OIO8T 213.98
1125 ZOE90208T 214.02
1200 ZOE90308T 214.06
1552 ZOE90408T 213.95
1701 ZOE90608T 214.04
2429 ZOE90508T 214.10
2844 ZOE9070KM 214.04
2956 ZOE90808T 213.97
0.1259 348.2 3764.0
0.1262 351.9 3759.6
0.1261 349.9 3761.0
0.1259 349.3 3763.4
0.1262 352.0 3759.3
0.1265 355.9 3754.4
0.1262 351.9 3759.3
0.1258 347.6 3764.9
351.2 3760.8
355.0 3759.3
3400 ZOE90908T 213.99 0.1261
4103 ZOE9OBO8M 213.85 0.1263
2 12-NOV-1990
2 26-NOV-1990
2 lO-DEC-1990
2 17-J_\'-1991
2 23-J_N-1991
2 13-FEB-1991
2 28-FEB-1991
2 12-MAR-1991
2 29-M_R-1991
2 9-JUN-1991
891 ZOE9OC08T 224.59
1028 ZOE90DO8T 224.63
1158 ZOE9OEO8T 224.60
1630 ZOE9OF08T 224.83
1690 ZOE9OH08T 224.68
2336 ZOE9OGO8T 224.89
2855 ZOE9OIO8M 224.84
2945 ZOE9OJO8T 224.81
3464 ZOE9OKOST 224.84
4114 ZOE90_ST 224.72
0 1237
0 1237
0 1237
0 1237
0 1237
O 1238
O 1240
0.1237
0.1237
0.1240
232 2 3708.7
231 7 3708.5
231 8 3708.9
230 4 3706.6
232 4 3707.2
232 0 3704.3
235.4 3701.9
231.1 3706.4
231.0 3705.9
236.4 3702.9
Table 4
Detector Minifunctional Sample Mapping Function
1 12-NOV-1990
1 2-DEC-1990
1 15-DEC-1990
1 14-J&N-1991
1 25-J&\'-1991
1 15-FEB-1991
1 28-FEB-1991
1 12-M_R-1991
1 28-M/kR-1991
1 9-Jb_-1991
876 ZOE9OIO4T 2048 31.51 0 1257 1.00147
1121 ZOE90204T 2048 31.82 0
1196 ZOE90304T 2048 31.62 0
1548 ZOE90404T 2048 31.51 0
1697 ZOE90604T 2048 31.65 0
2425 ZOE90504T 2048 32.08 0
2840 ZOE90704M 2048 31.76 0
2952 ZOE90804T 2048 31.68 0
3396 ZOE90904T 2048 31.81 0
4099 ZOE9OBO4M 2048 32.02 0
1259 1 00074
1257 1 00145
1256 1 00183
1258 1 00144
1261 1 00075
1258 1 00135
1256 1 00144
1258 1 00126
1260 1 00100
2 12-NOV-1990
2 26-NOV-1990
2 lO-DEC-1990
2 17-J_N-1991
2 23-J_N-1991
2 13-FEB-1991
2 28-FEB-1991
2 12-MAR-1991
2 29-M/kR-1991
2 9-JL_-1991
887 ZOE9OCO4T 2048 28.65 0 1240 1 00178
1024 ZOE9ODO4T 2048 28.59 0
1154 ZOE9OEO4T 2048 28.67 0
1626 ZOE9OFO4T 2048 28.70 0
1686 ZOE9OHO4T 2048 28.62 0
2332 ZOE9OGO4T 2048 28.42 0
2851 ZOE90IO4M 2048 28.76 0
2941 ZOE9OJO4T 2048 28.55 O
3460 ZOE9OKO4T 2048 28.34 0
4110 ZOE9OMO4T 2048 28.66 0
1241 1 00187
1242 1 00184
1241 1 00179
1241 1 00183
1240 1 00191
1243 1 00181
1243 1 00173
1241 1 00185
1244 1 00160
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GHRS Geon_gnet c Image Motion
Don J. Lindler
July 31, 1991
AI3 STRICT
We haxe measured the GHRS image motion do to the Earth's magnetic
field and found that the motion at the diode array is approximately 50
microns (one diode)/Gauss for detector 2 and approximately 10 microns
(0.2 diodes)/Gauss for detector 1. This motion can cause errors in
target acquisition, errors in measured _velengths, and can result in
loss of spectral resolution. The impact of the magnetic motion can be
minimized by limiting spectral observations to less than 5 minutes and
by using the Double Locate mode of target acquisition.
1.0 IN-I'ROKLCTION
The GHRS OV'SV program has no formal tests for geomagnetic image
motion. The best data for estimating the motion are the series of
deflections calibrations (DEFCALs) taken during the coarse and fine
alignment tests including;
Proposal Date Number of DEFCa, Ls
2988 13-SEP-1990 12
2765 3-JK\-1991 15
2765 14-FEB-1991 15
Each test contained DEFC_Ls distributed over a 6 to 7 hour period.
Each DEFC4& observation consists of an onboard measurement of the
locations of the spectral calibration lamp apertures observed with
mirror N1. The GHRS flight software computes the differences of the
aperture locations from their nominal location to the nearest
deflection unit (6.25 microns). These differences were used to track
the X and Y image motion over the course of each test.
A second set of observations that were used to estimate the
geomagnetic image motion were two observations designed to measure the
carrousel stability over a period of one hour (proposal 2168,
15-Oct-1990). The data consisted of 150 spectral lamp observations
taken over an hour in each Echelle mode. The carrousel position
remained fixed during each sequence. We measured the motion in the
x-direction (dispersion direction) of the digicons by cross
correlation of each of the spectra with the first spectrum of the
sequence.
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To separate magnetic motion from other sources of image
thermal), we fit our results to the following model;
Motion = F(t) + S * B
motion (e.g.
where F(t) (a quadratic function of time, t) is used to model
non-geomagnetic motion, B is the earths magnetic field component in
the appropriate direction, and S is a factor giving the geomagnetic
motion in microns per Gauss. The coefficients of the quadratic
function and S are Solved simultaneously by a least squares fit.
2.0 Results
The results for the coarse and fine alignment DEFCAL sequences are
shown in figures l through 6. The diamonds show the average
difference of the two spectral calibration lamp apertures from their
nominal positions. The dotted lines show the quadratic functions used
to model non-geomagnetic motion. The solid lines sho_" the models
including both the geomagnetic and non-geomagnetic motion. The
computed geomagnetic sensitivity factors were;
Date Direction Detector S (microns gauss)
......................................
13-SEP-1990 X 2 103
13-SEP-1990 Y 2 47
03-J_Y-1991 X 2 49
03-J_-1991 Y 2 44
14-FEB-1991 X 2 43
I4-FEB-1991 Y 2 44
Expect for the first measurement, the observed magnetic motion for
detector 2 is approximately one diode per Gauss. The quality of the
present data makes it difficult to conclude that the magnetic
sensitivity is variable. However, tests run on the Faint Object
Spectrograph confirm that its geomagnetic sensitivity varies.
Figure 7 shows the spectral motion in the x-direction for data taken
with Echelle B (detector 2) over a period of one hour. The
sensitivity factor (39 microns/Gauss) for this observation is
consistent with the DEFCAL observations. Figure 8, _ich shows the
results for echelle A, indicates that detector 1 does not have a
significant sensitivity to the Earth's magnetic field.
3.0 Recorrrnendations
We make the following reconTnendations
geomagnetic image motion.
to combat the problems with
Page 3
1) Limit detector 2 spectral observations to 5 minutes or less. There
is no readout noise with digicons and the readout overhead time
is minimal. Multiple readouts can be registered and coadded on
the ground.
2) Use the double locate option in target acquisition. The success of
your acquisition will depend on the minimization of the time
between the deflection calibration and the target locate or
peakup. This is particularly important if you intend to place
the target in the small science aperture.
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ATTACHMENT 4
GHRS O\:/SVWavelength Calibration
Don J. Lindler
14 August 1991
ABSTRACT
%_ have analyzed the GHRS OV/SV spectral calibration lamp observations
and found that an average dispersion coefficient table with linear
thermal motion models can be-used to compute _velengths for science
observations to better than one photocathode sample unit (50 microns).
If spectral calibration lamp observations are taken along with the
science observations, the errors can be decreased to .17 sample units
(one sigma error), which equals 0.5 km/s in the echelle modes.
1.0 Introduction
We used the following process to construct the dispersion coefficient
table required by the standard GHRS reduction routine, C_.ALHRS.
l) Compute the dispersion relation for multiple carrousel
positions and thermal conditions using routine X_VECAL
(section 2.0).
2) Derive each dispersion coefficient as a polynomial function of
carrousel position (section 3.0).
5) Construct a thermally induced motion model by fitting the
residuals of the fit in step 2 as a linear function of a
selected GHRS thermistor reading (section 4.0).
8) Generate a dispersion coefficient table on a finely spaced
carrousel position grid (section 5.0).
The above procedure %_s repeated for each grating mode.
2.0 The GHRS dispersion relation.
The dispersion equation used by the GHRS
CAIA_S is given by:
standard reduction routine
s = aO -- al*m*w + a2_m_m'_w + a2*m + a4*w +
a5*m_m*w * a6*m_w*w -, a7*m*m'm*w*w*w
s is the photocathode sample position
_" - is the _velength
m - is the spectral order (1 for first order gratings)
a0, al .... a7 - are dispersion coefficients _ich vary
with carrousel position
\¥e computed the dispersion coefficients using observations of the
internal spectral calibration lamps SC1 and SC2 with GHRS/IDL routine
W_\_CAL. V_\_CM_ finds the positions of spectral lines in the a
platinum/neon hollow cathode lamp line list (Reader, 1990). WAVECa, L
then computes the dispersion coefficients by a least squares fit which
minimizes the sum of the squares of the difference between the
observed spectral line positions and .those.computed by the dispersion
relation.
We have found that the following non-zero coefficients are
for each of the gratings:
required
G-1 (G140M) a0
G-2 (G16OM) a0
G-3 (G200M) aO
G-4 (G270M) a0
G-5 (G140L) aO
E-A (ECH-A) a0
E-B (ECH-B) a0
al
al
al
al
al
al
al
a2
a2, a7
a2, a7
a2, a7
a2
a2, a4
a2, a4, a7
The cubic coefficient, a7, is required only for the detector 2
gratings and coefficient a4 is redundant with the al coefficient for
the first order gratings _ere the spectral order, m, equals 1.
Analysis of the residuals of the dispersion coefficient fits indicate
that coefficients a3 and a5 are not required.
Experiments have sho_m that the cubic -coefficient, a7, can not be
accurately fit for every carrousel position. The spectral calibration
lamp spectra have an inadequate number of spectral lines or poorly
spatially distributed spectral lines at many of the carrousel
positions. The cubic term does not, however, vary significantly with
carrousel position. This allows us to compute a constant a7 for each
grating by fitting all carrousel positions simultaneously. For
example, Figure 1, shows the residuals (observed minus fitted spectral
line positions) for all G-2 observations taken at multiple carrousel
positions _en no cubic term is used. A cubic polynomial _s then fit
to these residuals to give an a7 coefficient applicable to all
carrousel positions for the grating. X_ then reran \¥&\_CZ, L on each
observation with a fit to the non-cubic coefficients _ile holding the
cubic term, a7, fixed at the the value computed from all carrousel
positions. Figure 2 shows the same plot as figure 1 when cubic term
is included.
3.0 Dispersion coefficient variations with carrousel position.
The dispersion coefficients computed byW_\_CAL do not vary smoothly
with carrousel position (Cushman, Ebbets, and Holmes, 1986). This is
particularly true of the a0 and al terms. These unpredictable
variations bet_xen carrousel positions make it difficult to analyze
thermal variations and to compute dispersion coefficients for
carrousel positions without a corresponding spectral calibration lamp
observation. The solution to this problem is to transform the
coefficients to a different coordinate system in which they vary
smoothly. The following coordinate system satisfies this requirement.
s = f0 ÷ fl*x + f2*x*x +:f3*x*x*x + f4*y
x = m*w - mc-wc
y = _ - WC
mc is the central order (42 for E-A, 25 for E-B, and
1 for the first order gratings)
wc is the central wavelength at the given carrousel position
computed by the carrousel equation:
A C - R
wc ..... * SIN( ......... )
mc 10430.378
R is the carrousel position
A and C are coefficients _ich vary with grating mode and
are determined by a non-linear least squares fit
to the observed x_velengths at photocathode sample
position 280.0.
The coefficients f0 ..... fl are .calculated . from the dispersion
coefficients a0 ..... al at carrousel position R by:
k = mc *wc
f0 = a0 + al*k + a2*k*k + aT*k*k*k + a4*wc
fl = al - 2*a2*k + 3*a7*k*k
f2 = a2 - 3*a7*k
f3 = a7
f4 = a4
_:e can non fully characterize the dispersion relation for all
carrousel pcsit_ons of a grating by f_tting polynomials of carrousel
position to the fO, fl, f2, f3, and f4 terms:
fO = FOO - FOI*R -- FO2*R*R
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fl = F10 + FII*R • F12*R*R
f4 = F40 -- F41*R * F42*R*R
x_ere R is the carrousel position and Fij are the coefficients of the
polynomials. The derived values of Fij for all grating modes are
given in table 1.
4.0 Spectral Motion
The residuals of the polynomial fits to the f0, fl .... and f4 terms
in section 3.0 can be used to analyze changes in the dispersion
relation with respect to temperature, time and the earths magnetic
field. Since we had a large number of wavelength calibration
observations for each-grating mode, _m treated :the values of the
coefficients, Fij, representative for average conditions. The
difference of the dispersion coefficients for each individual spectral
calibration lamp observation from the values of the polynomial fits
(which we will call the predicted values) can be attributed to thermal
motion, geon_gnetically induced motion, carrousel repeatability,
instrument aging, oct. The largest differences were found in the f0,
or constant, term. Changes in this term represent movement of the
entire spectral format. _ have correlated the offsets of the f0
coefficient with _emperature, time, and the relevant component of the
Earth's magnetic field vector. The largest source of variation in the
f0 term is caused by thermal effects. Table 2 gives the results of
linear fits to the offsets for 22 different temperatures listed in
table 3. The RVIS of the offsets o5 f0 from the predicted values and
the maximum of the absolute value of the offsets are given in the row
titled "No Fit" The other rows give the RMS and maximum of absolute
value of the residuals of a linear fit of the offsets to the specified
thermistor values. The _MS is an estimate of the correlation with the
specified thermistor reading. If the.KMS i.s near that of the "No Fit"
value, no significant correlation exists. The results of the best
correlations are sho_m in Figures 3 through 9. The offsets of f0 from
the predicted values for each spectral calibration observation are
sho_m as plus marks (+). The solid lines show the linear thermal
models.
The values of the R\_ columns in table 2 are useful for determining
the accuracy of the _mvelengths assigned by CAkI.HRS. If an average
dispersion coefficient table is used without application of a thermal
model, the "Nc Fit" rows in table 2 give an indication of the typical
errors. For example, the typical error for grating 4 would be 2
sample units (100 microns) and in some cases could be almost 4 sample
units (20(! microns). Using the linear thermal model option of CALHRS
reduces the _ypical gra_in_ 4 error to 0.25 sample units.
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Table 3
Table 2 Thermistor Locations
ZR 1UI'A
ZR I LrFB
ZDETT 1
ZDETT2
ZDEBTF
ZDEBTR
ZPABT 1
ZPABT2
ZMEBT 1
L_[EBT2
ZFIAT
ZF l BT
ZFICT
ZCST
ZSCT1
ZSCT2
ZHVPST1
ZHVPST2
ZDTll
ZI_12
ZDRT
ZOBBT
RIU A temperature
RIU B temperature
Detector 1 temperature
Detector 2 temperature
DEB front post-amp temperature
DEB rear post-amp temperature
Detector I preamp assembly box. temperature
Detector 2-preamp assembly box temperature
.Main electronic box 1 temperature
Main electronic box 2 temperature
Fixture interface A temperature
Fixture interface B temperature
Fixture interface C temperature
Carrousel stator temperature
Spectral calibration lamp 1 temperature
Spectral calibration lamp 2 temperature
Detector I high voltage power supply temperature
Detector 2 high voltage power supply temperature
Detector 1 shield temperature
Detector 2 shield temperature
Digicon radiator temperature
Optical bench bulkhead temperature
We next investigated the variability of the f0 term over time. Only
grating 5 showed any correlation with time. Figure 10 shows the
offsets (with motion from our thermal motion model removed) versus
Modified Julian Date for grating 5. The correlation is not convincing
but it does indicate that time variations should be monitored in the
future.
A final source of motion we investigated is the detector 2 sensitivity
to variations in the Earth's magnetic field (Lindler, 1991). Figure
11 shows a plot of the f0 offsets versus the geomagnetic field
component in the direction of dispersion. Some correlation is
evident. The slope of the least squares linear fit (shown as the
solid line) is approximately 0.75 sample units per Gauss. This is
consistent with other measurements of the geomagnetic sensitivity.
fl also showed significant variations ..... Changes.in this term represent
a plate scale,change. Eigures_12 through 18, show the differences in
the linear dispersion term from the predicted value as a percent
change. The changes are plotted against the thermistor reading which
gave the best correlation. A change in dispersion of 0.05 percent can
result in a 0.25 sample unit error over the 500 diode array
(500*0.0005). CAJ_HRS presently has no provision for handling a
thermal model of changes in the linear dispersion term. Users with
observations reduced with an average dispersion coefficient table
should be aware that not only is there a zero point shift in their
_velengths but also changes in dispersion.
5.0 Dispersion coefficients for arbituary carrousel positions.
The present implementation of C4J.HRS uses a table of dispersion
coefficients tabulated on an arbitrary grid of carrousel positions.
If _velengths are required for an untabulated carrousel position,
C_IA-IRS linearly interpolates the coefficients between the two closest
carrousel positions. With the signJfica_t_ improvements to the thermal
model, this linear interpolation becomes one of the most significant
remaining errors. Using the polynomial model for the dispersion
coefficients from section 3.0, this error can be made negligible by
creating a dispersion coefficient table on an arbitrarily small
carrousel grid. We chose a grid with dispersion coefficients
tabulated at every carrousel position divisible by 4. This
effectively eliminated interpolation errors at the cost of
substantially increasing the size of the dispersion coefficient table
and thus increasing the C_A_.HRS execution time.
6.0 CA1AiRS reference files
The final results of this report are tabulated in two tables for use
by C4JA4RS. Table DC 004.TAB contains the dispersion coefficients for
all grating modes, tabulated at carrousel positions divisible by 4.
The coefficients were generated using the poiynomial coefficients
listed in table 2. A thermal coefficient table, 32vI__002.TAB, was
generated by selecting the thermistor readings for each grating mode
_ich gives the best correlation with spectral motion. The thermal
motion coefficients in TM_002 are listed in table 3.
Table 3
Linear thermal motion coefficients
Grating Thermistor Motion
(samples/degree)
G-1 ZI)EBTR -0.03
G-2 ZR1LTA -0.09
G-3 ZFIAT -0.45
G-4 ZCST -0.69
G-5 ZFIBT 0.26
E-A ZCST -0.37
E-B ZDEBTR -0.43
7.0 Errors in the _-avelengths assigned by CAIA-tRS.
There are a large number of sources which produce errors in the
_velengths generated by CAI.HRS. .Many of the these errors can be
significantly reduced by using proper observing techniques or careful
reduction techniques. All errors described in this section are quoted
in photocathode sample units. One sample unit equals 50 microns _ich
is the separation between neighboring diodes.
7.1 Image motion.
The largest sources of _velength error are thermal motion and
carrousel repeatability. Table 4 gives the RMS error and the maximum
error observed to date for each of the grating modes. The errors
occur _en performing reductions using the average dispersien
coefficient table (DC 004) and no thermal motion correction.
Table 4
CAIMRSerrors using the average
dispersion coefficient table (DC 004)
Grating RMS error
(Sample units)
Maximum error
(sample units)
G-1
G-2
G-3
G-4
G-5
E-A
E-B
4
5
1 6
2 0
9
9
5
1.0
1.3
3.3
3.7
2.0
1.9
1.0
The errors can be reduced to those shown.in table 5 by applying the
simple linear thermal.motion model.descri.bed by TM_002.
Table 5
C4£HRS errors using the average dispersion coefficient
table (DC 004) and thermal model table (TM_002)
Grating RMS error
(Sample units)
Maximum error
(sample units)
G-1
G-2
G-3
G-4
G-5
E-A
E-B
2 .4
3 .7
4 .9
2 .7
8 1.7
2 .4
3 .6
Thermal effects and other sources of motion errors can be further
reduced by observing the spect.ral calibration lamp (W_\_CM_.) before
and/or after the observation of the target. The thermal motion and
carrousel repeatability errors are negligible if the V_VECAL is taken
at the same carrousel position as the science observation. The only
concern is for the short-term motion between the time of the spectral
lamp and science observation, typically about 0.2 to 0.4 sample
units/hour.
7.2 Dispersion changes.
Unlike thermally induced motion, changes in dispersion give errors in
differences of _-dvelengths within the same observation. The linear
dispersion at a carrousel position can vary by 0.1 percent. This can
result in a 0.5 sample unit error _en _ve]en_ths measured at the two
ends of the diode array are compared. This error can be effectively
eliminated by using the dispersion coefficients from a WAVEC_L taken
before or after a science observation.
7.3 Aperture Offsets.
The _velength offsets between the spectral calibration lamp apertures
and the small science aperture (SSA) were calibrated using prelaunch
data taken during phase 6 (1984) calibration at Ball Aerospace. The
estimated (one sigma) error in this calibration is 0.1 sample units.
There is no _-dy for an observer to decrease this error. However, it
is important to note that the error repeats. If you observe with the
same carrousel position at two different times, the aperture offset
error is the same. A difference of two measured wavelengths from one
observation to the other will not show an aperture offset error.
The calibration between the SSA and the large.science aperture (LSA)
has not yet been completed. CALHRS presently computes SSA _velengths
for objects in the LSA. Errors resulting from this lack of
calibration are probably on the order of 1 to 2 sample units.
7.4 Target centering.
CAIMRS computes _velengths assuming that an object is centered in the
target aperture. If an object is not centered, _velength errors will
occur. Miscentering can result from errors in the deflection
calibration, target locate or peakup, thermal or geomagnetically
induced image motion between the defcal and peakup, errors in the GHRS
onboard values for the aperture locations, errors in the slew between
the LSA and SSA, and spacecraft drift/jitter. Because of the size of
the SSA and the size of the spherically abberated stellar image the
one sigma error from miscentering in the SSA is on the order of 1/4 of
a sample unit. The best measurement of miscentering of a target in
the SSA is the comparison of the flux measurement between the LSA and
SSA: if the SSA flux is approximately 1/4 of the LSA flux, the object
is well centered. The centering error should be significantly reduced
once the new on-board SSA flux peakup routine is implemented
7.5 Geomagnetic image motion.
The detector 2 sensitivity to the Earth's magnetic field can result in
loss of spectral resolution and _mvelengths errors up to 0.5 sample
units. To avoid loss of spectral resolution, detector 2 spectral
observations should be limited to short exposures (i.e. 5 minutes or
less). If it is found that the detectors sensitivity to the Earth's
magnetic field does not vary, it will be easy to model the geomagnetic
motion and remove it. If the sensitivity does vary (as sho_ to be
the case for the Faint Object Spectrograph). a \¥_\_CM__ taken before
and after the science observation could be used to calibrate the
sensitivitv value at the time of the science observation.
7.6 The dispersion model.
Dispersion coefficients are computed by least squares fits of the
dispersion model to spectral line positions measured in spectral
calibration lamp observations. A measure of the errors in the
dispersion coefficients is the IG_ of the differences between the
observed spectral line positions and the positions computed by the
dispersion model. We found typical RMS errors of 0.04-0.08 sample
units for the first order gratings and 0.1-0.15 sample units for the
echelle modes. The R\_ errors In the echelle modes are slightly
larger because of the inadequacies in the dispersion model _en the
entire format (multiple spectral orders) was fit simulataneously. The
R\_ residuals for the echelle modes can be reduced to less than 0.1
_en single orders are fit.
8.0 Ultimate wavelength precision.
If proper observing techniques are used, what is the ultimate
wavelength precision of the GHRS? If WA\_CALs are taken before and
after the science observation in the SSA, errors from image motion,
carrousel repeatability, and geomagnetic motion can be rendered
negligible. The remaining errors are:
1) Errors in the dispersion coefficients (0.1 sample units)
2) Errors in the wavelength offsets between the spectral
calibration lamp and small science aperture (0.1 sample units)
3) Errors caused by improper centering of the object in the SSA
\Vith the present state of instrument calibration, errors in the
centering can result _n wavelength errors of approximately 0.25 sample
units (one sigma). Once the SSA flux peakup option becomes available,
this error will probably be reduced to approximately 0.1 sample units
(one sigma). Combining these three sources of errors (0.1, 0.1, and
0.1) gives the residual error of 0.17 (the square root of [3 x 0.1
squared]) _ich equals approximately 0.Skm/s in the eche_le modes.
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Figure Captions
figure 1: Wavelength calibration residuals of the observed grating 2
spectral line positions from those of least squares quadratic
dispersion model. Residuals are in 50 micron sample units. The
plot shows the need for a cubic dispersion term.
figure 2: Sameas figure 1 except that a cubic dispersion model was
used.
figures 3-9: Linear thermal motion models for each grating. The plus
marks (+) show the offset of each spectral lamp observation from
an average dispersion model for the grating plotted against the
GHRS thermistor value with the best correlation. The solid lines
are linear least squares fits. Offsets are in 50 micron sample
units and temperatures are in degrees Celsius.
figure 10: Grating 5 spectral motion with time. The plus marks (+)
show the offset of each spectral lamp observation from an average
dispersion model for the grating plotted against time. The solid
line is a linear leas_ squares fits. Offsets are in 50 micron
sample units.
figure 11: Detector 2 spectral motion plotted against the conponent
of the Earths magnetic field in the dispersion direction. The
plus marks (+) show the offset of each grating 2, 3 or 4 spectral
tamp observation from an average dispersion model for the
grating. The solid line ia a linear least squares fits. Offsets
are in 50 micron sample units.
figures 12-18: Changes in the linear dispersion with temperature.
The plus marks (+) show the change of the dispersion for each
individual spectral calibration lamp observation from an average
dispersion model for the grating. The solid line shows a the
least sqaures fit of the changes with the GHRS thermistor givin_
the best correlation with temperature. The temperatures are
plotted in de_rees Celsius.
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GHRS Wavelength Offsets Between the Large and
Small Science Apertures.
Don Lindler
October 30, 1991
ABSTRACT
We have made measurements of the offsets between the large (LSA) and
small (SSA) science apertures for GHRS gratings 2, 3, and 4. In all
cases the measured offsets were less than one diode and the average
offset for each gratin_ mode _s less than 1/2 diode. There _s
insufficient data to quantify changes in the offsets versus carrousel
position and photocathode sample positions.. However, grating 2
results indicate that the offset does vary with carrousel position.
1 ) I:XTROIX2CTION
The standard GHRS reduction routine, C_I_.HRS, has the provision for
applying a wavelength offset to the _velengths computed from a table
dispersion coefficients. The dispersion coefficients are used to
compute _velengths applicable to data taken in the small science
aperture. The _velength offsets for the other apertures are computed
by:
_V= (A + B*s)/m (1)
where,
I)h 7 is the offset added to the small science aperture
x_velength values.
s is the photocathode sample position of the data point.
m is the spectral order (I for the first order gratings)
A and B are offset coefficients that are tabulated by grating
mode, aperture, spectral order, and carrousel
position.
Prelaunch measurements of the offsets between the small science
aperture and the spectral calibration lamp apertures (SC1 and SC2)
show variations in A and B for changes in both carrousel position and
spectral orders. Results also show that B is non-zero. This means
that not only is there a wavelength offset between entrance apertures
Page 2
but there is also a plate scale change.
Measurements of the offsets bezween the SSA and the spectral
calibration lamp aperlures were made in 1984 bv illuminating the SSA
with a platinum,neon spectral calibration lamp. No measurements of
the offsets betueen the SSA and LSA were made during the prelaunch
calibration.
Data for measurement of the offsets between the SSA and LSA were taken
on June 15, 1991 (proposal 2(}97). The data consisted of observations
of HD93521 taken in both the large and small science apertures. Prior
to each observation, wavelength calibration observations were taken so
that any effects of thermal motion, geomagnetic induced motion, and
carrousel repeatability could be removed. Five carrousel positions
were observed for grating 2 and three carrousel positions were
observed for gratings 3 and 4.
2 ) DATA REDUCIION
For each carrousel position the fo!lowing sequence of observations uvs
made.
A) Spectrum Y-Balance observation
B) _x-ecal observation using lamp SC1
C) HD93521 observation through the 1.SA
D) Spectrum Y-Balance observation
E) Wavecal observation usin£ lamp SC1
F) HD93521 observation through the SSA
Observations B and E were used to remove any of the _mvelength offsets
between observations C and F _t_ich resulted from thermal and
geomagnetic image motion or from the carrousel motion needed for the
spectrum Y-balance observations. The offsets between observations B
and E and observations C and F were computed using a normalized mean
and variance correlation. Quadratic refinement of the correlation
values was used to determine the offset to sub-pixel accuracy.
Observations C and D were smoothed to the same resolution before
correlation by convolving the LSA observation with the SSA line spread
function and the SSA observation with the LSA line spread functions.
To minimize the effect of fixed pattern noise, the correlations of
HD93521 were limited to regions with large spectral features.
The offset between the SSA and LSA _s then computed as the offset
between observation C and F minus the offset between observations B
and E.
Page 3
37IAXM_YSIS
The _>!fsets that we computed between the SSA and LSA are tabulated in
ia_]e 1 versus graling mode. carrousel pos)lion, and pho_ocath(,de
san:ple pos_t_on. The photocathode sample position colunm g:ves _he
pos_'lon c,f _he cenler of the tti)93521 spectral leature that was
torte ] a ted.
]he results for grating 2 show some evidence that the offsets vary
with carrousel position. The grating 2 observations at carrousel
position 51508 also show some evidence that the offset also varies
with sample position. Variations with sample position would indicate
that the plate scale or dispersion is different between the two
apertures.
To implement the LSA/SSA offset correction in C_IMRS. _ have elected
to only use an average offset for each grating. The minimal amount of
dala does not allo_ us to construct accurate models of the variations
of the offset with carrousel position and sample position. The
resulting coefficients (Equation 1) for use by C_LHRS are then:
Gra t i ng A B
G 2 -0.022 0.0
G 3 -0.037 0.0
G- 4 -0. 030 O. (i
It should be noted that there may be errors in these coefficients
result ing from the target acquisition of HD93521 in the LSA and SSA.
These errors include; statistical errors in the on-board deflection
calibration and LSA locate, errors in the calibrated position of the
LSA with respect to the calibration lamp apertures, and errors in the
sle_ between the LSA and SSA. No peakup was performed to center the
object in the SSA.
QF POOR QUALITY
T.M3LE ]
\Va\elen_th ()ffsets Between the
l_::r_e and Sn:aii Science Aperture,
(ira_ intg Carrousel Pholocathode Offse_ _)I fsc, z
Position Sample Positon (diodes I (An,:,:,n,, _
......................................................
G- 2 49936 244 . 0.82 O. 058
G-2 50680 229. 0.48 0. 034
G- 2 51096 164 . O. 70 O. 050
G- 2 51 (196 292 . 0.44 0.031
(i- 2 513(14 417. O. 55 O. 039
G- 2 51508 85. -0.08 -0.005
G- 2 51508 160. -0.09 -0.006
G-2 51508 273. 0.04 O. 003
G- 2 51508 323. 0. I 7 O. 012
G-2 51508 404. 0.09 O. 007
G- 3 25056 335. O. 38 O. 030
G-3 25876 354. 0.59 0.046
O-3 26288 276. 0.31 0.024
G-3 26288 367. 0.63 0.049
G-4 9360 242. 0.46 0.042
G-4 9360 317. 0.44 0.040
G-4 9832 235. 0.25 0.022
G-4 9832 339. 0.41 0.037
G-4 9832 395. 0.35 0.031
G-4 9832 483. 0.44 0.040
G-4 10256 223. 0.48 0.043
G-4 10256 311. 0.39 0.035
..... .... r, - - • L: _,,
,.... ._ r;,,,>[_ _
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BLOCK ITERATIVE RESTORATION OF ASTRONOMICAL IMAGES FROM
THE HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
Don J. Lindler
Advanced Computer Concepts
Potomac, Maryland
1. INTRODUCTION
The discrete model of linear image degradation is specified by the equation:
b = Hx + n (1)
where b and x are the pixel values of the degraded and original undegraded images stacked into
column vectors, H is a matrix constructed from the impulse response (or point spread function)
of the degradation, and n is an unknown additive noise vector. The object of restoration is
to determine x, given b and possibly information on the properties of n. If the point spread
function used to construct H is not known for the given optical- detector configuration, it must
be estimated from the blurred image, b. The point spread function is most easily estimated
from point sources (i.e. stars) on the blurred image.
Since H may be ill-conditioned or singular, and only the statistical properties of the noise are
known, there are many solutions for x which satis_" equation (1). The success of a restoration
therefore depends on the ability to model and apply to the restoration, known or assumed
properties of the desired solution, such as positivity or smoothness.
Some advantages of algebraic image restoration are:
1) The point spread function may be spatially variant;
2) If a constrained least squares method is used, the applied constraints may be varied from
pixel to pixe] to make maximum use of the known image properties;
3) Missing or bad pixel values in the blurred images can be easily handled without attempting
to repair their values;
4) Noise properties can vary from pixel to pixel.
The main disadvantage of algebraic image restoration is the size of the linear system. For a
500 × 500 pixel image, H is a 250,000 x 250,000 matrix. Even with the most powerful computers
available, a direct solution of the system would be impossible. In the next section, we describe
a technique - the block iterative method, of solving large linear systems.
2. THE BLOCK ITERATIVE RESTORATION ALGORITHM
2.1 Block Jacobi Ite_ztion
In most astronomical images, the point spread function has a much smaller spatial extent.
than the image, so it is appropriate to work on the image locally. We therefore divide the
image into blocks and restore each block separately, using values from the previous iteration as
estimates of the unblurred image values outside the block. In most instances the blurred image
isa good choice for the starting or zeroth iteration.This type of iteration iscalledblock Jacobi
or group Jacobi iteration (Young 1971) and can be formulated in matrix notation as follows.
Consider the blurred image, b, divided into m blocks of equal sizeB,, i = 1,m:
B
Ba B2 ......
B,-a B, B,+I
oo.
Bm-i Br,
Stack the elements of each block and place them into a vector:
B = (B1,B2,...,Bm) T
Ignoring the noise for now, we write the system as:
HX=B
where H is partitioned into blocks
H
Hn Hn .'. Ha= )
H2a H22 ". H2,.,
H_a Hm2 ... Hm,,_
and X contains the restored values, blocked in the same manner as B. If the image were divided
into blocks of n pixels each, then the block Hij would have size n × n. The block Jacobi method
can now be written as:
H-X "+1,, , H,jX (2)
j=ajC/
i = 1,..., m, and where X[ is the stacked values for iteration r of block j. If we define the vector
on the right hand side of equatiQn (2) as BMODi (i.e., the blurred image less contributions
from outside the block as estimated from the previous iteration), the linear system for block i
can now be written as:
HiiX "+x = BMODi (3)
Using the block Jacobi method, we can reduce the problem to solving
Hx = b (4)
where H is Hii for block i; x is .X_ +a for block i and iteration r; and b is BMOD, for block i.
The solution for block i now requires the solution of an n × n linear system. For example,
to restore a 100× 100 pixel image divided into m=100 blocks, each of size n × n = 10 x 10, the
largest system to be solved would have H,i of size 100xl00. Since solutions of linear systems
require on the order of n 3 operations, the block approach compares favorably to the direct
solution of the 10,000× 10,000 system. For a spatially invariant point spread function, the
problem is further reduced because Hii will be identical for all i = 1,.-., m.
If a constrained least squares approach is used to solve the linear system, the solution will
converge to acceptable results even with a block size as small as the full-width-at- half-maximum
(FWHM) of the point spread function. Overlapping the blocks (accepting only the central por-
tion for the next iteration) can be used to speed convergence.
2._ Image Constraints
The blockJacobimethod reducesthe restorationto solutionofmany smallerlinearsystems,
but itdoes not address the in-conditionednature ofH or the presenceofnoisein the blurred
image. An ill-conditionedmatrix means smallchanges inb, causedby noise,yieldlargechanges
in the solutionx = H-lb. In thissection,we show how constrainedsolutionscan handle these
problems.
In most images, the data vary smoothly except at isolated points or edges. For example, an
image of a star field will vary smoothly, except at locations of individual stars. We can make
use of this image properly, smoothness, by applying a constrained least squares fit. Specifically,
we minimize a linear operator IIQzlt (i.e. the sum of the squares in Qz), where Q is a matrix
designed to control smoothness or other characteristics of the image (Twomey 1963, Philips
1962). For example, we can control smoothness in the one dimensional case by minimizing the
second difference in the solution subject to some other constraint. If the statistical properties of
the noise are known, we could minimize the second difference such that the norm of I!Hx-b[! =
n; that is to say, the difference of the blurred image and the solution reconvolved with the point
spread function should have the same properties as the noise. In this case (minimize the second
difference), Q would have the form:
(00 /-i 2 -IQ= -1 2 1 0-I 2 -I
0 0
We use the method of Lagrangian multipliers, sometimes called the method of undetermined
multipliers, to compute a solution, x, given by (Andrews 1977):
x = (HTH + 7QTQ)-IHrb (5)
7 is the reciprocal Lagrangian multiplier which can be selected to control the smoothness of the
solution. Solutions using Lagrangian multipliers place no restrictions on the form of Q. This
flexibility allows the development of a variety of constraints depending on the known properties
of the image ...........
Figure 1 shows the applicationofthisconstrainedleastsquaresfilterfora testcase(apoint
source)with differentvaluesof "y2.The subscript2 isused to indicatethatthe constraintis
the minimum second difference.Note in figure1.c,with the largestvalueof"_2,noisein the
solutionhas been suPressed.However, the width of the point-sourceprofileisalmostas wide
as the blurredprofile.Also,some ringingin the restoredprofileisevident.Restoredvalueson
each sideof the profiledrop significantlybelow the background level.These problems resuh
because the second difference is large at the location of a point source. We therefore remove
the second-difference constraint at the point source by setting the rows of Q corresponding to
the point-source location to zero. Figure 1.f shows a restoration of the same test image when
the second difference constraint is not applied at the point source. A significant improvement
isapparent.
A direct extension of the method to
two dimensional images is to minimize
the Laplacian at each point. The Lapla-
cian operator has a value at each pixel
equal to four times the pixel value minus
the values of the four immediate neigh-
boring pixels. We use the subscript, L,
to indicate the presence of the Laplacian
constraint. As before, we set rows of the
matrix Q to zero when the Laplacian con-
straint is not appropriate (i.e.edges or
point sources).
The constraint need not be binary:
we can vary the amount of constraint be-
tween no constraint to fullconstraint for
any pixel, simply by multiplying the ap-
propriate row in Q by a constant factor
running from 0 to 1.
Another useful constraint isto mini-
mize the differenceof x from a trialsolu-
tion (i.e. minimize liP- x]]). The solu-
tion using Lagrangian multipliers is given
by (Twomey 1963):
x = (HTH + -rt_r)-_(Hrb + 7=P) (6)
where p is the trial solution, I is the iden-
tity matrix, and "_t is the reciprocal La-
grangian multiplier. The subscript, t, will
be used to identify the constraint as min-
imization of the solution from a trial so-
lution. Some possible choices for the trial
solution, p, are a constant value (i.e. all
zeros) or the blurred image itself. In ei-
ther case, the ill-conditioned nature of H
can be avoided and reasonable solutions
obtained.
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Figure I. Effect of Langranglan multipliers. (a)
original image;
(b) image blurred wlth a Gaussian PSF (_=2.0
pixels) and noise added (a=1DN);
(c) restoration with y2=0.I;
(d) restoration with )z=O.O01;
(e) restoration with )2=0.00001;
(f) restoration with y2=0.I wlth constraint
removed at the point source.
Multiple image constraints can be applied simultaneously:
x = (HTH + "TaQTQ + ... + 7tl)-l(ttrb + "TtP) (7)
where a different value of 3' can be selected for each constraint.
Selection of the reciprocal Lagragian multipliers can be done by visual inspection of the
results for various values or by examination of the difference of blurred image and the solution
re-convolved with the point spread function. This difference should have the same properties
as the noise.
2.3 Missin 9 or Bad Data _lues
A problem occurs when trying to restore images with missing or bad data values (i._. cosmic
ray hits or bad CCD columns). If these defects are not taken into account in the restoration,
their bad values wiU propagate to a larger portion of the output solution. (To some extent,
every point in the solution depends on all values in the blurred image.)
One method of handling bad pixels is to attempt to repair them before restoration by
interpolating from neighboring values. This approach is successful only if the repair is accurate.
An alternative method is to make no attempt at prior repair but handle them in the restoration
process. In this approach, the restored image will have more data values than the blurred
image, and the linear system is underdetermined and, therefore, singular (i.e. no direct inverse
exists). To ignore defective pixels, we set the corresponding rows in matrix H to zero.
This method of implementation (as opposed to removing row H creating a non-square un-
derdetermined system) allows us to keep the matrix H square and decrease the complexity of
implementation. Keeping // square in no way alleviates the problem of singularity. However.
the method of constrained least squares solution does alleviate the problem of singularity and
obtains reasonable solutions.
3. RESULTS
3.1 Ground Based image of QSO 2130+099
Although the first example is of a ground base image, it illustrates a case that may come up
frequently with Hubbh Space Telescope (HST) data. We have a bright point source on a lower
level diffuse source. The wings of the bright source makes it difficult to study the underlying
diffuse structure. One question, which may prove crucial to the understanding of the origin of
QSO's, is: What kind of galaxy plays host to a QSO? The difficulty in answering this question
is that the host galaxy appears as a faint fuzz around the bright QSO.
Our approach to deconvolve the QSO image is to make the assumption that the center
of the galaxy contains a point source. As described in section 2.2, we use the method of-
constrained least-squares, apply two constraints simultaneously, one involving smoothness in
the restored image (eq. 5), the other involving the deviation from a trial solution (eq. 6). The
smoothness constraint is appropriate for the host galaxy and background sky. It is empatically
not appropriate for the nucleus (QSO), since that by definition is a point-source. This is where
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Figure 2. [ontour plots of Quasar 2130+099. Left: the original image. The
maximum count (at the nucleus of Q2130+099) is 21900 counts/pixel. Right: the
restored image. The count level at the nucleus (the quasar) is now 324,000
counts/pixe]. Both images have a plate scale of 0.6 arcsec per pixel; thus
bo%h span a i' x I' field. The two contour levels are at 280 and 320 counts
per pixel; the average sky level Is 254 counts/pixel.
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Figure 3. Cross-sectional plot of Q2130+099. The solid llne shows the
restored image. (The maximum count actually goes off-scale to 324,000 counts.)
The pluses show the original (blurred image), while the dashed curve shows the
result of convolving the restored image with the polnt-spread function.
the algebraic approach is so useful: it allows us to have local control of the constraints. We
apply the smoothness constraint (minimize the Laplacian) and trial solution constraint (trial
solution = sky background) to all the pixels in the image except the QSO.
Our example is a CCD image of QSO 2130+099 obtained by Tim Heckman at the 4-meter
telescope at CTIO. QSO 2130+099, also known as II Zwicky 136, is a relatively nearby QSO
with a redshift of only 0.06. Figure 2-1eft shows a contour plot ot the observed image at its
lowest count levels. Not only can we see the galaxy extending 0.5 arcmin across the sky, but we
can see two protrusions from the nucleus that look like spiral "stumps': if not full spiral arms.
What we seek from deconvolution of Q2130+099 is not so much to enhance the resolution as
it is to remove the veiling of the host galaxy by the QSO. Ideally, we would like to suck up
all the flux from the QSO (nuclues) into a single pixel, so that we can look at what is around
it. Figure 2-right shows the contour plot of the restored image at the same contour levels as
before. Now the spiral arms arms are more prominent and fully devleloped.
Figure 3 shows a cross-sectional plot of the restored image. It shows Q2130_-099 for what
it is: an exceedingly bright nucleus (324,000 counts) embedded in a galxy whose surface bright-
ness falls off exponentially with increasing distance from the center, a brightness distribution
typical of spirals.
3.2 Wide Field Camera Image of R136
Figure 4-1eft shows a Wide Field Camera image of R136 in the Large .Magellanic Cloud. It
shows a crowded field of stars embedded in an underlying halo resulting from the wings of the
HST point spread function. We could use the approach of the previous example: measuring
the locations of all of the stars and applying a smoothness constraint at all locations except the
star locations. This, however, would be difficult for very close stars and very dina stars which
are difficult to see in the image. Errors in the stars" locations will result in a solution with
artifacts. Another approach is to decrease the constraint at pixels with a higher probability
of containing a star. A simple measure of the probability is the flux in _he pixel. The larger
the flux, the more probable that the pixel contains a star. In the solution, (figure 4-right) we
have used a weighted constraint that minimizes the norm (sum of the squares) of the difference
of the solution from zero. The weight at each pixel was selected as the log of its value in the
previous iteration divided by its value in the previous iteration. As the solution converges the
constraint converges to the minimization of:
zilog( zi ) (8)
i
Note that the solution is no longer linear. Brighter stars are much sharper than dimmer stars.
This can cause problems when performing photometry in the restored image. The accuracy
of the photometry in the restored image is of major importance and will require additional
investigation before we can make a reasonable assessment of the success of our restoration.
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Figure 4: Restoration of Wide Field Camera image of R136
3.3 |Vide Field Camera Images of Saturn
Figure 5 shows the restoration results for Wide Field Camera images of Saturn taken with
three different wavelength filters. The images on the left are the unrestored, bias-subtracted
and flat-fielded images. The images on the right show the results of the block iterative restora-
tion algorithm using the minimization of the Laplacian (3£=0.001)and the minimization of the
difference of each iteration from the previous iteration ('/tin0.01) to constrain the solution. No
attempt was made to repair bad pixels (e.g. cosmic rays) in the raw data. Instead, their loca-
tions were manually flagged and treated as missing data as described in section 2.3.
3.4 Goddard High Resolution Spectograph
The last example is a one-dimensional spectrum taken by the Goddard High Resolution
Spectrograph (GHRS). The GHRS has two square science apertures: a 2.0 x 2.0 arcsecond
Large Science Aperture (LSA) and a 0.25 x 0.25 arcsecond Small Science Aperture (SSA). The
apertures have the feature that they cut off the wings of the HST point spread function at the
edges of the apertures. The result is that the HST spherical aberration causes almost no loss of
resolution when the SSA is used but does cause a significant loss of light. Only approximately
15 percent of the light from a point source centered in the SSA passes through the aperture.
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Figure 5: Restorations (right) of bias subtracted and fiat-fielded WFC images of Saturn. Top
- filter F439W. Middle - filter F547M, Bottom - filter FT18M
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Figure 7: Comparison of the restored LSA spectrum (solid line) with an observed SSA spectrum
(dots)
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Figure 8: Comparison of GHRS restored and unrestored LSA spectrum with a SSA spectrum
Approximately 60 percent of the light passes through the LSA at the cost of a significant amount
of resolution.
A user of the GHRS nmsl use the SSA (with a significant light loss) to obtain the best
resolving power unless deconvolution of LSA spectra can recover the resolution of SSA spectra.
Figure 6 shows a spectrum of _ Persei observed through the LSA. Figure 7 shows the results
of the block iterative restoration (solid line) compared to a SSA spectrum with a much smaller
signal to noise (dots). Not only does the restoration separate the P II and 0 I lines at approxi-
mately 1304.8 angstroms (Also see figure 8) but it correctly restores the profile of the Si II line
at 1304.3 angstroms.
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